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Here are the 6 things to know & assess when it comes to finding the best pair of
jeans for you.

1. What styles best support your body?

Slim fit? Boot cut? Wide leg? Straight leg? Mom jeans?

Are these words foreign to you? Let me share different styles of jeans so that you have
the language and visualization to guide you through this guide.

Slim/Skinny Jeans: Skinny/slim jeans are cut to be tight-fitting throughout the leg, from
the thigh down to the ankle. They're usually made with stretch denim so that the wearer
can get them off and on easily. They are often skin-tight like leggings.



Straight Leg Jeans: Straight-cut jeans appear to have a straight up-and-down fit
through the entire leg. Straight jeans can be on the baggy side, like boyfriend jeans or
relaxed-fit jeans, or the fitted side, like slim-fit jeans.

Wide Leg Jeans: Wide leg jeans are cut wide throughout the leg, beginning to flare
around the mid-thigh and then continuing down to a wide leg opening.



Mom Jeans: higher waist and open up at the hips and then tightening slightly at the
thighs, creating a slim cut until the higher ankle.



Boyfriend Jeans: a slouchy relaxed fit, usually a mid to lower rise.

Distressed Jeans: are jeans with differing levels of cuts or rips in them.

Here’s a fun fact about the history of ripped denim “Distressed denim emerged from the cultural punk
movement in the 1970s. Early punks tore apart consumer goods as an expression of their anger towards
society.Johnny Rotten of the Sex Pistols manifested the British punk ideology, which was fighting against
the status quo. Denim became a key target of this politically fueled deconstruction, with both men and
women donning torn pants and jackets, accessorized with safety pins and slogans”. (source)

Bootcut Jeans: are fitted in the hips and legs and then flare out around the knee/calf.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeans#:~:text=Distressed%20denim%20emerged%20from%20the,of%20their%20anger%20towards%20society.


Demi Bootcut Jeans: are basically “half” bootcut jeans and end above the ankle or a
bit higher.



There are no hard and fast rules on which styles work best for all bodies (but I have
some great tips for you coming up). There’s always nuance and variability, so
sometimes you just need to go and try on the different styles and assess which styles
are a YES and which ones are a NO.

By getting curious and trying on various styles, I’ve learned that I do not like the mom
jeans and wedgie jeans styles on my body. Mainly because I have narrow hips and
wider waist and these jeans are made for bodies that are shaped the opposite (smaller
waist and curvier hips/bottoms).

I did not blame my body. I said “these styles are not made for me, but that’s okay,
I know I can find a better style for me”. Some jeans fit certain body shapes better
than others.

So, get to know and understand your body shape (which has nothing to do with size).

Here are the body shapes that I teach: (No fruit references to bodies here!)

1. Curvy above the waist - your chest and/or shoulders are bigger in relation to
your waist and hips - Great jeans to try are skinny/slim fit, straight leg, wide leg,
boyfriend jeans.



2. Curvy below the waist - your hips are bigger in relation to your chest/shoulders
and waist. - Great jeans to try are curvy fit, bootcut, demi bootcut, wide leg,
skinny/slim fit, mom jeans.

3. Curvy in the middle - your waist is bigger in relation to your chest and hips.
Great jeans to try are any style of jeans, you will just want jeans that have lots of
stretch. Sometimes high waisted jeans are great for you.

4. Balanced - Your chest/shoulders are a similar size to your hips and your waist is
smaller in relation to them both. Great jeans to try are curvy fit, bootcut, demi
bootcut, slim/skinny, mom jeans and wide leg.



5. Straight - your chest, waist and hips are all similar in size. Great jeans to try are
straight leg jeans, boyfriend jeans, slim/skinny, wide leg jeans.

If you have a “curvy below the waist” or balanced body shape

Curvy fit jeans can be amazing for you. They are great for those who need more room
in the hips and to be more fitted in the waist (so there’s less of a gap in the back). For
someone like me who does not have curves in this area of my body, they do not fit my
body well.

American Eagle has a whole section dedicated to curvy fit jeans, check it out HERE.
Silver jeans have a curvy fit section as well HERE. with a Plus Curvy fit HERE.
Everlane has a curvy fit section HERE.
Old Navy has a curvy fit HERE.
Universal Standard has a curvy fit HERE.

Search your favourite brands to see if they carry a curvy fit jean. It’s a great place to
start narrowing down your list.

https://www.ae.com/ca/en/c/women/jeans/curvy-jeans/cat300016
https://www.silverjeans.ca/womens/jeans/curvy-fit/?gclid=CjwKCAiAjs2bBhACEiwALTBWZUH3ZWKx1UEhT-_4rQk3i9UBNpMKTm2dFXUHFWegkmOzotKl48cB7xoCK98QAvD_BwE&sz=24&start=0
https://www.silverjeans.ca/plus/jeans/curvy-fit/?gclid=CjwKCAiAjs2bBhACEiwALTBWZV7EqrauDX7AJt6BguayySTYLpjmqxmXcZtUc35zyFW904H1lZT7KBoCdVIQAvD_BwE
https://www.everlane.com/collections/womens-curvy-jeans/style/low-stretch?utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=pla-google-pmax&utm_campaign=18584074524&utm_content=&utm_term=&adgroup=&pid=&device=c&gclid=CjwKCAiAjs2bBhACEiwALTBWZWVQWz7nXsTcAnJS7wKkEBWL7z52HIOklPKUPNC7pXmfR7buyhkU2BoCkrUQAvD_BwE
https://oldnavy.gapcanada.ca/browse/search.do?searchText=curvy%20jeans
https://www.silverjeans.ca/plus/jeans/curvy-fit/?gclid=CjwKCAiAjs2bBhACEiwALTBWZV7EqrauDX7AJt6BguayySTYLpjmqxmXcZtUc35zyFW904H1lZT7KBoCdVIQAvD_BwE


If you have more “curves in the middle” or if your waist and hips are similar in
size. (like a straight body shape and a curvy above the waist body shape)

You may need jeans with a higher elastane % and less cotton %, so that they have
more stretch to support your body as it expands while you move.

So when you are shopping online or in store, read the fabric label and look and try pairs
of jeans that have a higher elastane/Lyocell % and a lower cotton %.

My jeans need lots of stretch, especially in the waist because my waist and hips are the
same size. I NEVER get that back gap in my jeans. I need more room and stretch in the
waist. My favourite pair of jeans are 44% cotton and 42% lyocell/tencel, 1% elastane
(the rest is polyester).

So go out and try on different styles of jeans to see which ones best support your
shape and don’t blame your body when it doesn't fit right.

Which styles do you want to try?

2. What styles of jeans will support your life and personal style?

Now that you have an awareness that jeans are going to fit differently on bodies, we
also need to consider what styles are going to support your body AND your life and
personal style?

Regarding lifestyle:

What style of jeans will work for different occasions in your life?
What style will you wear in different seasons?
Can you wear them to work?
Do you like to wear them casually at home?
Do you like to wear them on a night out?



Start by answering these questions and look for outfit inspiration!

For myself, I live where it snows for a minimum of 4+ months of the year. So the best
style of jeans that supports my life are my slim/skinny jeans! I need to tuck my jeans
INTO my boot. I don’t want to walk around with wet, saggy jeans at my ankles.

I do love my wide jeans and straight leg jeans, so I own those as well, but I wear those
in all the other seasons or when I don’t leave my home in the Winter. That is what feels
the most supportive for my lifestyle.

I have a very casual lifestyle, so jeans support me the most working from home, running
my errands and even dressing them up for a night out.

I also have a chronic illness, which means a lot of the time, I cannot handle anything too
tight on my abdomen and waist. So that means I like some low rise jeans, loose fitting
jeans and ones with A LOT of stretch.



So go out and experiment and find out what styles feel the most supportive for
your lifestyle.

Regarding personal style:

Do jeans support your personal style?
How do they make you feel when you wear them?
Do you love outfits using jeans?
How do you want to style your jeans?

Jeans play a huge role in my style. I dress very casually and I love a great jean outfit.
Even though I have other casual pants, jeans are always my most used and go-to
pants. I can dress them up or down and they feel the most supportive.

A distressed jeans can help me to create an edgy vibe outfit.

A dark slim fit jean can make me create a great night out outfit.



A wide leg jean can help to create some retro vibe outfits.

Different styles of jeans can help us to feel different ways and create outfits that can
support different aspects of our life and how we want to feel.

If you love jeans too, then I recommend creating a “jean outfit” style board on Pinterest
to inspire you and help to determine which styles appeal to you or to help you create
outfits using them!

Here’s my business Pinterest boards to help get you started! Amanda's Pinterest

https://www.pinterest.ca/amandahanson7568/_saved/


What jeans will support your lifestyle and your personal style?

3. What is your preferred rise? (Where they fit at your waist).

Here are some common rise measurements:

Every body is shaped differently and what feels good on it is also different.

I have a wider waist, so high rise (or at least high wise without a TON of stretch DO
NOT feel good on my body). I prefer a 9-10 inch rise. It works for my body shape and
my personal comfort.

Find out which rise feels best on your body, then measure from your crotch to the top of
the waist and that will be the rise in inches.

This will help you to narrow down your search for jeans so much. If you like mid-rise
(8-9 in rise), then you know to stay away from all high rise jeans! That will keep so many
jeans out of the dressing room!

When you are shopping online, read the fit details and stay away from rises that are not
going to support your body and comfort level.



What is your preferred rise?

4. What type of washes do you like? What about colour?

Do you prefer a dark wash jean? Medium? Light? Distressed?

I love a good dark denim jean because they are great to dress up an outfit for a night
out. They are also super versatile with all colours.

I love a good lighter washed distressed denim for times I want to embody a more edgy
vibe or to wear in the summer and I want more air flow, haha! I lighter wash jeans is
great to go with a lighter coloured palette in the warmer months.

I would say that my favourite overall to wear is a medium wash denim because it can be
a great balance to dress an outfit down or up.

So, find out which washes of denim you prefer. You might like various kinds depending
on your life and how you want to feel. Maybe there are washes that you do not like at
all.

What about colour in a jean?

One way to easily expand your outfits, think about maybe adding a white jean or a black
jean to your wardrobe.



Go out and get curious and play with different washes and colours. Don’t make any
assumptions until you try them!

What’s your preferred wash? Would you want to add a new colour of denim to
your wardrobe?

5. Pay attention to the pockets in the back.

Listen. I love bums. I had a whole conversation with my daughter about my love of
bums, especially her bum. I like rubbing them, pinching them and looking at them. She
loves to wiggle her bum.

The pockets of our jeans can impact how they look on our bottom.

Depending on your personal style, you might not care at all. You could totally love a
loose fitting droopy style of jeans, so the pocket situation will not matter at all.

For some, the pocket placement could matter, so here is what to pay attention to:

● Placement: You want them lined up to your butt cheeks as much as possible. You
might not want the pocket to go below the butt cheek. But hey, there are some
bodies that do not have a defined butt cheek, so find ones that best fit you and
who cares about the back pocket.

● Size: all of our cheeks are sized differently and my advice is to look for a pocket
size that is a similar scale to your cheeks. A pocket that is a lot smaller to your
own cheek might distort the beauty of your cheek, Likewise a big pocket on a
smaller cheek.

Example of placement: Jeans on the left, the placement is a little high, but if you like this
look, then rock it. The ones on the left are in a better placement on the cheeks.



Examples of size: the ones on the left are a great size in comparison to the cheek size.
The ones on the right are a little small.

Don’t stress too much about this!

As long as YOU like how it looks, that is ALL THAT MATTERS. I want to mention this so
that if you try on a new pair of jeans or won a pair that you don’t like because of how it
makes your bum look, then it could be the pocket size or placement. THERE IS
NOTHING WRONG WITH YOUR BUM.

6. Embellishments.

Know that embellishments like pockets, buttons, distressing, pleating, embroidery and
other design details draw the eye and emphasize where they land.



For me, who does not have curvy or large hips, I love embellishments in the hip area,
because they draw the eye and emphasize them. This helps to bring balance to the
volume I have in my chest and shoulders.

So pay attention to where the embellishments are on your jeans and make sure you like
where they are drawing the eye.

Do you like distressing at the hips?
Do you like where the pockets are and how they sit?
Do you like button details?
Do you like where the rips are located?

There are just some extra things that can impact how your jeans look on your body and
it is never because there is something wrong with you body!

Now time to integrate!

You’ve got some great data to help move you forward and have direction. You are now
armed with tools and knowledge to find jeans that are going to look and feel good!

Go into your closet and try on your jeans. Assess how you feel about them with new
eyes! If you're not happy, which of the following reasons above are impacting it?

Also, release or pack away any jeans that are not currently fitting your current body. You
deserve to have clothes that support the body you have now. It is an act of kindness
and love.

If you are not loving any of your jeans…

Get curious, get playful. Get data. Take what you learned and go out and try some jeans
on! Do research. Assess and adjust. Be neutral towards your body. Have FUN in your
discovery.

Here’s a Jean Shopping Catalog by Style to help you explore:
Jeans Catalog

There are lots of size inclusive options, tall and petite!

https://hueandstripe.com/catalog/546H&SANPW


If you found this guide helpful and want more guidance on assessing the best fit and
styles of clothes for your body, then I'm so glad to announce that my self-guided
"Embrace & Dress Your Body" course is launching!

If you are not sure what body shape you have. Don't worry, we cover this in great
detail, using real bodies!

If you have a hard time knowing how you want your clothes to fit and look on
your body, then I we dive into how to dress all the body shapes. Don't worry, you just
need to watch your own. This is not a body oppressive list that tells you what you "can
wear" or "can't wear". It takes a body positive approach to learning that your body is
made up of shapes and so are your clothes. They all fit, feel and look differently. You get
to stop blaming your body when the clothes don't fit, because you will now have the
information you need to make an empowered and confident choice. Less buying clothes
that you never wear.

If you have a hard time accepting the body you have TODAY and it's getting in the
way of feeling good in your clothes, then I have a WHOLE workshop diving into what
REALLY impacts your relationship with your body and how to start practicing body
acceptance practices in your everyday life AND in your wardrobe.

Plus I have some amazing bonuses on styling outfits, outfit formulas and a shopping
guide!

For those who like to be an early birds and save some $$ and have a live Q&A
coaching call with me, then I have a special offer for you if you purchase before
December 1st!

To learn more about the "Embrace & Dress Your Body" course, click on the link!

https://www.simplystylish.ca/embrace-dress-your-body
https://www.simplystylish.ca/embrace-dress-your-body

